
HOW TO GET TO FAIRWAYS CLUB, Amarilla Golf 

 

 
 

From REINA SOFIA South Airport  

(TFS) 

* 

Total Driving Time:  Approx. 15 mins 

 
 

Sat Nav. Coordinates:  N28.02357 /  W16.61647 

 
Join the TF1 Motorway direction:  

SAN MIGUEL / ARONA / LOS CRISTIANOS  

 

Then take the Exit (Salida) 62 to  

LOS ABRIGOS / LAS GALLETAS 

 

At the 1st roundabout take the 1st EXIT  

crossing the bridge which goes over the motorway 

 

At the 2nd roundabout take the 2nd EXIT towards LOS ABRIGOS  

(Mercadona Supermarket will be on your right) 

 

Then take the 2nd turnoff to the RIGHT to GOLF del SUR 

Around the roundabout ANTI-CLOCKWISE following the signpost to  

Golf del Sur 

 

Continue STRAIGHT ON over the next roundabout 

(with a water fountain) 

and down this road till it bears round to the right 

 

The Pharmacy cross is on your left and bus stop on the right 

Turn RIGHT after the bus stop and follow the signs to The Marina 

 

After 300 metres, you reach a roundabout with the Marina straight 

ahead. Take the first right at the roundabout and after 400 metres,  

on the right-hand, you will find 

  

   
 

There is a Car Park next to reception, and also parking on the main 

road. 

 

 



HOW TO GET TO FAIRWAYS CLUB, Amarilla Golf 

 
 

From LOS RODEOS North Airport  

(TFN) 

* 

Total Driving Time:  Approx. 60 mins 

 
Sat Nav. Coordinates:  N28.02357 /  W16.61647 

 

Follow the signs for TF-5 

LA LAGUNA / SANTA CRUZ 

 

After 3.5 kms take Exit (Salida) 7A to the TF-2 

STA MARIA DEL MAR  AEROPUERTO SUR 

 

Drive 3.5 kms and follow the signs for TF-1 

CANDELARIA / AEROPUERTO SUR / LOS CRISTIANOS 

 

After 57 kms take Exit (Salida) 62 

LOS ABRIGOS / LAS GALLETAS 

 

At the 1st roundabout take the 1st EXIT  

crossing the bridge which goes over the motorway 

 

At the 2nd roundabout take the 2nd EXIT towards LOS ABRIGOS  

(Mercadona Supermarket will be on your right) 

 

Then take the 2nd turnoff to the RIGHT to GOLF del SUR 

Around the roundabout ANTI-CLOCKWISE following the signpost to  

Golf del Sur 

 

Continue STRAIGHT ON over the next roundabout 

(with a water fountain) 

and down this road till it bears round to the right 

 

The Pharmacy cross is on your left and bus stop on the right 

Turn RIGHT after the bus stop and follow the signs to The Marina 

 

After 300 metres, you reach a roundabout with the Marina straight 

ahead. Take the first right at the roundabout and after 400 metres,  

on the right-hand, you will find 

  

   

 

There is a Car Park next to reception, and also parking on the main 

road. 


